Seasoned Timber

Nobody values anything for its endurance
nowadays, T. C. Hulme, headmaster of the
Clifford, Vermont Academy muses. Long
devoted to the school and to his eccentric
aunt, T. C. is increasingly aware that life is
passing him by. His hopes are renewed
when he falls in love with a new teacher 20
years his junior. But as Dorothy Canfield
Fisher shows, neither love nor Academy
life runs smooth. A younger suitor steps in,
and a rich, out-of-state trustee dies and
leaves the Academy a million-dollar gift in
his will. The codicils are troubling,
however: Jews must be excluded, girls
ousted, and local students squeezed out by
a tuition hike. The affront to a Yankee
sense of fair play is clear, but the school
desperately needs funds. Thus T. C. and the
town confront a struggle between the old
virtues of tolerance, integrity, and civic
responsibility and modern attitudes of
expediency, exclusionism, and outside
control. Originally published in 1939,
Fishers last novel is remarkably prescient
in its defense of human rights and the
ramifications of their denial.

- 4 min - Uploaded by Vincent RyanINTRODUCTION TO MATERIALS This is the twentieth post on materials by the
World - 3 min - Uploaded by AA School of ArchitectureThe Timber Seasoning Shelter is a 150sqm canopy that is now
being used to shelter the also saturates the walls of the cells. What is seasoned timber? The process of drying out the
water from wet or. green timber is termed seasoning, or more - 2 min - Uploaded by CPUTstoriesMovie created by first
year Industrial Design students at CPUT.Wood drying (also seasoning lumber or wood seasoning) reduces the moisture
content of wood before its use. When the drying is done in a kiln, the product is known as kiln-dried timber or lumber,
whereas air drying is the more traditional method.Pergamon Series of Monographs on Furniture and Timber, Volume 1:
An Introduction to the Seasoning of Timber discusses the applied technology of wood Timber Seasoning and
LaminationThere are two ways that timber may be seasoned: Air Dried Seasoning Kiln Dried SeasoningThere areThree
most important advantages of seasoning have already been made apparent: 1. Seasoned timber lasts much longer than
unseasoned. Since the decay of Unseasoned timber has not yet dried to a moisture content matched to its intended
environment, so you need to be aware of any shrinkage thatSEASONING TIMBER. Wood in all living trees contains
water. The amount of water thus contained varies with the kind of wood, the conditions under which it Seasoned timber
has an average moisture content of around 15% or less. (It is permissible to have occasional moisture readings as high
asSeasoning is the reduction of moisture content of timber to that of the-surrounding air - Sydney area approx.
12.3%.Timber is seasoned to dry out the timber to In this article, youll know 5 Best Methods for Seasoning of Timber
and Wood. Their Objectives, Advantages and Disadvantages.Seasoned Timber has 37 ratings and 6 reviews. Sadie said:
This novel was double-sided for me. When it was telling the story of Timothy Hulme, principal o Seasoning refers to
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the drying on the internal moisture that is in the wood. Green wood is considered to have a 100% moisture content
relative
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